Dutch (6) has once again established niques. The Alpino lexicon contains about 200,000 fully inflected entries at runtime. Using a standard (hash underlying programming language ( about 27 Megabytes. In contrast, usin by the fsa (4; 5) package), the size For further illustration, a (Dutch) ne tains about 60,000 word types; 325 types. In addition, in order to impr larger text collections are needed for we employed a Dutch newspaper cor pus contains more than 215,000 uni 3,810,000 trigram types. A straightfo gram counts for this corpus takes m Below, perfect hash automata are u in a given column. If there is enoug columns for a given tuple dictionary perfect hash automaton for those co grams used in statistical natural lang of bigram counts, the set of first word The technique introduced below will dictionaries, but does not require th and at most i perfect hash automata hash keys.
The access to a value T (w 1 . . . w n ) in their hash keys N(w 1 ) . . . N(w n ) usin a query string from the hash keys b binary search for the query string in by unpacking the values found in the the hash keys is proportional to the level of the trie corresponds to a colu other columns. Each column has a se only to the next column; they repr ordinal number of the item in the co all nodes of the trie (a much bigger the last one, all vertices have at leas pointer as a difference between the index of the current (pointing) item For example, if the index of the curre explicitly. We use the hash keys as in the first column and also some other may actually occur in the first colum null pointer. It cannot be a special of sons of a given vertex as a differen the successive vertex. Therefore, the points to the next item after the las use difference pointers in the first co example of the use of pointers in the cant. The real number r is decompos exponent t, such that r = m · 2 t , |m| be a representation of a mantissa m ǫ -the biggest number such that |m ⌊n/8⌋ + 1 bytes to represent the ma represented in 1's complement code negation of the positive counterpart other codes could also be used. The calculated, but in all practical applic object files is at least as big as the size the tuples are hashed on the value of t is then used to find the relevant tup same first element. This method ther Another straightforward implementa tation of hashes in C++. In the C++ datastructure provided by the gnu im plate library (this was the original im (40 000 sentences) of the whole new r 6.53% respectively. The automata fo identical.
As can be concluded from the result all cases the most compact one, and required by the textual format; if th representation is not as compact. H for this purpose, consistently require dependent from the number of tuples representation (14) applied to finite-s as a set of transitions in a big vector We have a separate vector for every c taken by pointers and numbering inf occupy adjacent space; they are inde transition number. As there are gaps representation of a single state. They to other states, provided that those It is possible to pack the data stru tree, but not perfect hash automata) pointers in a trie can be packed on b bytes of control information per file, on data). However, it would also slow Further reduction of the size of lang combination of quantizing language and the pruning of parameters that
